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The different types of contributions to knowledge (in CER): All needed, but not all recognised
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The overall aim of this paper is to stimulate discussion about the activities within CER, and to develop a more thoughtful and explicit perspective on the different types of research activity within CER, and their relationships with each other. While theories may be the most valuable outputs of research to those wishing to apply them, for researchers themselves there are other kinds of contribution important to progress in the field. This is what relates it to the immediate subject of this special journal issue on theory in CER. We adopt as our criterion for value "contribution to knowledge".

This paper’s main contributions are:

- A set of 12 categories of contribution which together indicate the extent of this terrain of contributions to research.
- Leading into that is a collection of ideas and misconceptions which are drawn on in defining and motivating “ground rules”, which are hints and guidance on the need for various often neglected categories. These are also helpful in justifying some additional categories which make the set as a whole more useful in combination.

These are followed by some suggested uses for the categories, and a discussion assessing how the success of the paper might be judged.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When a new university teacher of CER (Computer Education Research), and this probably also applies to almost all disciplines, is hired they generally proceed with no hesitation in teaching theories to students as the preferred content. They have a PhD, are far ahead of the students in knowledge of the content they will teach, and a theory is the most concentrated form of knowledge. A theory encapsulates an infinite number of cases so that in learning a theory the student is learning an infinite number of cases rather than a limited number of separate facts. This is the best value to the student for their time. Theory is the most value per hour that learning can yield (and similarly the most value for the teacher’s time). We all feel that, and we’re generally right. So theory seems the highest value from the consumer’s viewpoint. So what is theory for? It provides the best content for learners to learn and teachers to teach.

On the other hand if you come across a counterexample to a theory you know about, then that is hugely valuable for a researcher. In a single data point it shows a serious flaw even if it doesn’t do anything directly to find a solution. A
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counterexample is not a theory at all, but an unplanned observation which is of value not to students but to researchers. Should they be suppressed and unpublished until the observer has solved the problem and so can publish a modified theory to explain them, or would it be better for the field to publish them as they are? These are the kinds of cases, points and latent contradictions which this paper attempts to draw the reader’s attention to.

1.1 The aim and objectives of this paper

The overall aim of this paper is to stimulate readers to think more carefully and explicitly about the research activities within CER, and to develop a more thoughtful and active view of the many CER activities and their relationships with each other. It is not our aim to deliver a finished and complete theory – a meta-theory of how CER is and should be done. Not only is that not within our grasp but, as educationalists know, delivering a finished theory is not the best way to stimulate thought since learners then focus on understanding it, not critiquing it and exploring its implications for their own experiences.

This paper’s central contribution as a means to that end is to persuade readers that, while theories may be the most valuable outputs of research for those wishing to use them, for researchers themselves there are other kinds of contribution important to progress in the field. This is what relates it to the immediate subject of this special journal issue on theory in CER. We adopt as our criterion for value “contribution to knowledge”. By that we mean a contribution to our conscious and explicit knowledge about computing education (even if part of that education process may include some implicit or unconscious concepts and skills of teachers, learners, or researchers). The centre of this paper is a set of 12 categories of research contribution. The set is unlikely to be exhaustive but does constitute a collection of landmarks which together indicate something of the extent of this terrain of differing contributions. As supporting “evidence” each category is illustrated where possible by a CER paper that has been recognised in some way by the community, such as it won an award or is cited widely, in order to keep our judgements in alignment with the actual values of the CER field. We also use examples from other disciplinary areas since the issue of what is a contribution to knowledge is also an issue for other disciplines, and (as expanded on below) much of CER is usefully seen as interdisciplinary. Second in importance as contributions of this paper is that in preparation for presenting our categories, section 2 establishes a set of ground rules for the set of categories. Third in importance is to establish that there is not really such a thing as “the body of CER theory” – not one theory nor one kind of theory is important in CER, but many different types are needed, and increasingly are being used, in CER.

Readers will by now have realised that there are several ways in which this is not a typical CER paper, and that it cannot be written, nor read, (nor valued, nor reasonably rejected) as if it were. You must have a pre-existing successful science before you can have a philosophy of science to explain its success. Similarly any meta-level theory of how CER does or should work is derivative from a pre-existing functioning CER area. These are early days for such an enterprise, and informal arguments seem an appropriate starting point, as well as best suited to engage thought and debate.

Another view is that CER does in fact have considerable debate about this. However it seems that this is almost entirely unpublished and informal: conversations over coffee at conferences, perhaps occasional discussions within research groups. Some conferences (e.g. SIGCSE) have panels that could be about these issues, yet the published record in SIGCSE proceedings for panels has at most 200 word statements of individual positions but no discussion or synthesis at all. The informal tone of this paper aims, in contrast, to be on the printed record but to embody and promote discussion without the air of formal reasoning to a consensus conclusion. It may perhaps be better to read this paper as about questions, not answers – to see each member of our set of 12 categories as a question: “Is this particular category, or is it not, a real and significant contribution to knowledge? And if it is in some disciplines, how is it important in CER?”.
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1.2 Language, tone, writing style

The style in this paper resembles that of newspaper “op-ed” editorial opinion pieces, which are carefully labelled as such so that readers distinguish them from the factual nature claimed by most of the other articles. Our category of contribution to which this paper itself is closest is “ACE”: Argument from Common Experience (§3.3). However perhaps this paper is even more accurately seen as argument from common opinions plus drawing new conclusions from combinations of those beliefs in order to highlight what might be wrong about those opinions as a combination once we notice their implications.

This paper is not presenting new empirical data, nor constructing a new theory by close deduction from accepted premises. This is necessarily so: it addresses the meta-level issue of what kind of work CER does and needs to do; it is not, like most other papers, a direct contribution to CE research itself. This different type of subject matter naturally requires a different treatment. Alternatively it is what Valentine in 2004 [162] (won “best paper” at ICER04) labelled as “philosophy” in his six-category grouping of CER papers, but defined these not as based on authoritative philosophers but as “an attempt to generate a debate on an issue ...”. Thus there is after all at least one small precedent in CER for publishing this activity.

1.3 The structure of the presentation in this paper

A different style of argument naturally requires some difference in the structure of the paper. A conventional method section is not appropriate: this is not a paper based on a defined dataset, but more an open-ended set of data points (of cases). A literature review and cited references are differently important here. In a typical paper, one use of citations is to mention past publications as justification for methods used in the study reported: as an authority that will not be questioned nor justified further in the paper. But the appeal in this paper is mostly to parts of the readers’ beliefs and experiences, not to some other authority. In particular it questions unpublished assumptions (always more dangerous than explicit assumptions) which of course cannot be cited. Another common use of citations is to mention past similar papers. Within CER, there are few of these, and we have chosen to mention these after presenting our set of categories as a way of discussing our set, rather than as a point of departure. We are presenting this paper as if it were a fresh start, hoping that that will better serve our aim of stimulating thought in readers who should see our arguments as suggestive but not authoritative. It is up to readers to decide what to accept and what to reject because we are not appealing to authority.

The citations in this paper are mainly of the following kinds:

- Citations to published CER or education papers that we use as exemplars of our categories.
- “Further reading” papers – we are grateful to some readers of earlier drafts for contributing to this type in useful ways.
- Citing sources of some of the ideas or points we make, as any scholar should. However these are very often not CER papers nor classified by booksellers as philosophy – but nevertheless have turned out to be sources of ideas to us. They are not used to lend authority, but to show appropriate acknowledgement of the sources of our ideas. Readers will decide for themselves whether, occasionally, to follow them up. In this respect we are entirely in line with standard practice in many disciplines. When you read a CER paper what proportion of the listed references do you then actually read yourself?
1.4 Evidence not from CER
Prior to the definition of categories we define ground rules for the set of categories. These ground rules are not all related, but are all necessary to support the definition of categories. The set of categories does not simply reflect past activity of CER, but is intended to spur thinking about future activity. Consequently, while each category identifies existing CER examples as possible representative candidates of the category, the ground rules do not make significant use of CER literature, but do often use examples outside of CER and across science. The rationale for this approach is to ensure the ground rules act as a strong foundation for forming categories that will better stand the test of time as they are built on common themes observed across multiple disciplines.

1.5 No presupposition about the value of theory
This paper in part critiques any assumption that theory is automatically valuable (see section 5.1), and develops some discussion of the several different uses to which theory in CER is put. However its main aim is to identify the value of many other types of contribution to research in addition to theory.

1.6 The contributions of this paper
The next two sections together present this paper’s main contributions, which in order of their importance are:

- A set of 12 categories which together indicate the extent of this terrain ($\S$3).
- A collection of ideas and misconceptions which are drawn on in formulating the ground rules for the set itself as a whole ($\S$2).

2 GROUND RULES FOR THE SET OF CATEGORIES
The aim of this paper is to stimulate discussion amongst CE researchers about the activities in CER. The introduction pointed out that from the viewpoint of teachers and learners, theories are the most efficient form of knowledge, so if they were the only users of knowledge then only theory would be considered and the set would have a single category of theory. If we then consider researchers as a second type of consumer we would have to add some more categories e.g. data collection. However that line of thinking would tend to enumerate only research actions that have been common in CER. That might be done by reviews that look backward to what is already done in CER. However to be more effective at provoking thought we have to think of how to produce a set that isn’t limited to what has already been recognised in the past but has some prospect of stimulating new ideas on types of research activity. This section presents the ground rules about how we thought about this in order to create a rounded set of categories which together can indicate some of the breadth and variety of the terrain.

Consequently, the foundation or ground rules for the set of categories are formed from consideration of examples across a variety of subject disciplines rather than only considering CER up to the present. The ground rules are not all related to each other but are all required in mapping the terrain of what contributions could exist and what the CER community might want to get out of any contribution to the field.

The four ground rules for the set of categories are defined and considered over the following subsections.

2.1 Theory is of different types and caters to different audiences
The first ground rule is that there are different types of theory and that they cater to different audiences. Theories may be used by other researchers, but they can also be utilised by other interested consumers. This reality influences the
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definition of a valuable contribution as authors will want to think about how to disseminate their efforts for a wider audience of consumers. Consequently, we consider the users of theory and other research contributions (§2.1.1) and the variety of types and content of theories (§2.1.2) as part of the ground rules.

2.1.1 Users of research contributions. Meleis argues that nursing science requires a close relationship between theory, practice and research that in turn requires a close relationship between theoreticians, practitioners and researchers [95] to address the needs of clients and communities. Meleis argues that despite a shared aim, tensions exist between the different roles within the community in terms of their perceptions of how different users contribute to theory and how they use it. Consequently, in disseminating contributions and/or reviewing them, individuals should consider how they use theory and contributions. This is not dissimilar to Valentine’s closing argument that it is important for practitioners to be more scientific in their classroom endeavours [162].

The British Medical Journal (The BMJ), which is a leading medical journal in the United Kingdom with a large impact factor, mostly publishes only articles which report randomised controlled trials (RCTs). Its policies [12] are more carefully stated than that, but are very much aimed at high quality evidence. The reason is that it is consulted by not just researchers but clinicians who want to know what treatments are well supported by evidence. The BMJ has a well justified form of theory-centric policy, as evidenced by: “The BMJ gives priority to articles reporting original, robust research studies that can improve decision making in medical practice, policy, education, or future research and will be important to general medical readers internationally” and “Types of research The BMJ does not usually publish (even if well conducted) owing to lack of usefulness to readers” as well as “We receive many more research articles than we can publish, rejecting around 96% of the research we receive” [12]. The policy is explicitly not applied to other journals in the BMJ family. An interpretation of this policy is that relevant, well evidenced, research findings can be seen as a product to be delivered to those who are not researchers themselves.

2.1.2 The variety of types and content of theory. As Bertrand Russell pointed out in 1913, Sherin in 2001 [141] did in relation to programming languages and mathematics, and Turing Award winner Judea Pearl [113–116] has recently elucidated in a much deeper way, Physics (and perhaps Science and Social Science in general) has two kinds of theory: ones that specify causal chains, and ones that describe relationships that “explain” or describe (e.g. conservation of momentum) without saying anything about causation. Thus causal relations are not a part of some of the most advanced scientific theories. Similarly, much of Sociology is of that kind: describing balances and relationships in society, rather than directly describing what causes what.

Meleis argues a similar position for nursing science, that there are two types of theory: (1) single domain theories that are devised to explain and predict phenomena in a given context and (2) prescriptive theories that support caregivers in performing appropriate actions and detail potential consequences. Meleis argues these types are developed in different ways, using four potential strategies: (1) Theory to Practice to Theory Strategy, (2) Practice to Theory Strategy, (3) Research to Theory Strategy and (4) Theory to Research to Theory Strategy [95].

The different types and different users of theory directly influence experimental design, methods and motivation. The researcher may focus on causation in experimental design to produce evidence to confirm the importance of a factor in an explanatory theory, whereas a practitioner may focus on causation because they are interested in causing changed outcomes in the world itself.
2.2 The use and value of theory to researchers and other consumers

The second ground rule is about the use and value of theory to researchers and other consumers. This may sound similar to the first ground rule, but is focused more on the consumption of theories whereas the first ground rule was appreciating how they are formed and disseminated.

The production of theory and other contributions to knowledge will take on different forms depending on the nature of a project or experiment. Consequently, valuable contributions need to consider how they are consumed because the needs of a researcher are not those of a designer who wants to put something into use. Consequently, we consider four points in turn: events have not one but many causes, and not one but many effects (§2.2.1), the differences between pure and applied projects (§2.2.2), the nature of applications and how they draw on multiple theories not one (§2.2.3) and that theory does not always lead to applications (§2.2.4) as part of the second ground rule.

2.2.1 Events have not one but many causes, and not one but many effects. If the light in the room goes out it might be because someone turned the switch, or the bulb failed, the fuse or circuit breaker tripped, or the local substation shut down. Or, as in 1989, the lights went out for about seven million people in Quebec because there was a coronal mass ejection from the sun that hit the earth’s atmosphere and engineers had not grasped that this matters (it was not an issue before long distance cables used such high voltages) [72]. So favourable space weather, or changes in electricity supply to defend against them, turn out to be causal preconditions of domestic lights being on. All events require many causes to be present.

Similarly, events have many effects, even though when humans bring them about they often only care about one of them: the one intended. In almost all ordinary conversation we only think about a single cause and a single effect [30], but in science, engineering, and education we must think more carefully as there will be many hidden assumptions, variables, constraints and requirements.

2.2.2 The differences between pure and applied projects. In conducting pure or applied research, an individual has to decide what causes and effects to focus on and what they want to control. One way of describing the difference between pure and applied research is to say that pure research aims at finding theories that describe a single relationship which is universally true (ideally across all times, places, and contexts), while applied research aims to control all the relationships with significant effects in a single context (a small part of time and space).

Thus, the core logic of pure research is to focus on at most a single cause and all its consequences, while applied research must focus on achieving a single effect and dealing with all its causes (necessary and sufficient conditions). Therefore applied success depends not on one law/factor, but on all the factors with significant effects in the context. On the other hand, in applied research you can ignore true causes when they are small in their effects in the relevant situation.

2.2.3 The nature of applications and how they draw on multiple theories, not one. Following on from the earlier point about every event having multiple effects, we should note that the nature of even simple applications involves multiple requirements which must all be addressed. An important kind of application in education is that of learning designs, or “L-designs”; for example Mazur’s Peer Instruction (PI) [93], or Aronson’s Jigsaw design[4], or Pair programming[85]. They may have originated in the subject area in question e.g. Pair programming in CER, or in another e.g. PI in Physics and then imported, re-tested and adapted.

All designs have multiple effects not one. All the desired effects are requirements. An important issue, perhaps under-emphasised in CER, is that Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) for a class that is using a given L-design are
one type (subset) of explicit requirements. The ILOs for the course as a whole, and for making the L-designs employed on the course are two more requirements subsets. Furthermore these latter two sets are frequently not stated yet are important. Discovering tacit ILOs and making them explicit is important in educational research, and is a significant area for useful research. For instance PI often achieves:

- Deeper learning (linking concepts to specific instances and personal experiences) [144, 172];
- Teaching the students to do this kind of linking and thinking as a practice which they come to internalise i.e. they learn how to learn in a way which means they no longer need to have PI organised for them for this purpose after the first semester or two;
- Bonding the class socially by regular peer interaction especially in introductory classes etc. [88].

All of these are desirable, but measuring separately whether each is necessary might also tell us when PI is and is not essential to all those targets, and when it may still be fine but inessential. In fact although “scaffolding” is quite often mentioned in the CER literature, the real educational aim (and closer to its Vygotskian inspiration [163]) should usually be the progressive withdrawal of scaffolding as students become more expert in both discipline knowledge and in knowing how to learn.

2.2.4 Theory does not always lead to applications. There is also the assumption among some that theory is the starting point or that it leads to application. For example, Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetism predicted radiation at the then unknown radio wavelengths, which did rapidly lead to the invention of radio communications [135]. On the other hand, arguably the single most important invention of the early industrial revolution was the steam engine. Newcomen’s engines were commercially important in mines from 1712 [98]. Watt’s major improvement was in 1769 and widely adopted from 1800 [152]. Carnot (“father of thermodynamics”) published the theory of how they worked and what limited their efficiency in 1824 [145]. Thus while theory can lead to applications, applications can also lead to fundamental advances in theory. An example for consideration in CER is the application of the Jigsaw learning design. The original design was to reduce hostility, competition and distrust between students [4].

However, the learning design has since been used successfully in other contexts to address other “problems” i.e. requirements; and secondly, to work well in other disciplines e.g. Philosophy, Biology, Psychology [34]. Liao, Griswold and Porter report on the experience of using the Jigsaw learning design in a computer architecture course [83].

The experience report from Liao et al. as well as others in computing education about their experiences of the Jigsaw learning design could, in time, contribute to advancement of theory that has little if anything to do with the original problems of those being addressed by the design.

For the purposes of this paper it is enough to be clear that there are as many cases of applications leading to new theory as there are of theory leading to applications. Even though individual studies generally follow either a pure or an applied logic, large projects often involve multiple studies organised into a research programme (§3.10), and Stokes’ main point in his book on “Pasteur’s quadrant” [147] is valid for the larger research projects: that both pure and applied goals can be and often are intended and advanced together.

2.3 Science is not mainly about testing theories

The third ground rule is that science is not mainly about testing theories. That is an old view [125], not yet extinct [168]. The misconception is that strong scientific endeavours always start with consideration of theory and while that is true in some cases, it is certainly not true in all cases. Consequently, valuable contributions should not be overlooked.
because they do not consider theory from the outset. This is not to say theory and other discipline knowledge are not important, they are: but they are not always the starting point for contributions to a field.

Testing theories is one useful activity, but it cannot be the heart of it. Pirsig pointed out that you can generate a hypothesis in a few minutes, but usually it takes weeks at best to test it [122]. Scientific progress could not be possible if testing theories was the whole or even the main story. Somehow there are other processes to generate hypotheses worth testing: to shortlist them.

It is often assumed especially from outside that science is a rational and planned process in itself. While these are valuable virtues when available, nevertheless as will be further discussed again later on, it is important to be aware that unplanned observations are sometimes very important. Almost every space mission to other parts of the solar system turns out to discover something much more important to science than what it had been planned to discover e.g. the Juno mission spotted a volcano on Jupiter’s moon Io when everyone had believed that volcanoes could only happen on earth [42]. Thus unexpected and untheorised observations are driving some of the most sophisticated and expensive science today. These are examples of discovering “unknown unknowns”: pure exploration. Norris states that out all of the significant scientific discoveries made by the Hubble Space Telescope, only one was originally stated as a goal [103]. Consequently, Norris argues, telescopes that only achieve stated scientific goals are not realising their full scientific productivity. Therefore, discounting unknown unknowns or requiring theory prior to any serious scientific enquiry is to discard contributions to the field in the form of unexpected observations.

For most of CER the perception could be that it should function more like a laboratory science, where theory is the base, variables are controlled and experiments are planned. However, some of CER could function like much of Astronomy, where chance and observation of the unexpected and phenomenon are crucial, if not central. Nevertheless, Pasteur emphasised that “in the fields of observation, chance only favours the mind which is prepared” [111] and as Fabian would argue, scientific progress and discovery in Astronomy is not like buying a lottery ticket [42]. Serendipity is important, but also an individual needs to know what is known and unknown, they need to have a grasp of knowledge and theory, what is relevant and what is important. Consequently, ignorance of theory is not a virtue in CER (nor indeed in many other fields), and a strong grasp of theory is important as it supports unexpected observations and consideration of phenomena. Thus theory is important to progress in multiple ways, but that does not imply that testing theory should be specially prioritised.

2.4 The inherently interdisciplinary nature of CER

The fourth and final ground rule is recognition of the inherently interdisciplinary nature of CER, which is an important point that should support deeper appreciation of valuable contributions and where they come from, but also of what influences their formation. From the beginning CER has been an interdisciplinary field, borrowing methods, concepts and techniques from mathematics, physics, psychology, sociology and many more disciplines as Papert argued [108]. At present, CER remains an interdisciplinary field utilising tools, techniques and insights from other related disciplines.

One review of CER [89], especially its section 6.2 and table 1, investigates the degree of borrowing of theories, models and frameworks from other disciplines, calculating that Computing Science, Education, and Psychology are the most frequently drawn upon. It is also important to remember that members of the CER community may be active participants in other domains both within Computing Science, such as Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and Software Engineering (SE), as well as outside it, such as Physics and Psychology.

Fincher and Petre suggest that every interdisciplinary field, including CER, is a trading zone and that the community intellectually borrows from partnering and neighbouring disciplines [45]. They argue that CER participants need to
The different types of contributions to knowledge engage with their trading partners, not only from disciplinary neighbours such as the social and learning sciences but also from mathematics and physics as well. The advantage in such trading is that many tools and techniques can be leveraged to investigate a problem, but such diversity is also a challenge as the CER community has to rationalise what is appropriate and acceptable for the field in order to progress [46].

Galison [49] originally proposed the idea of trading zones when rationalising how experimentalists, theorists, and instrumentalists in physics form coalitions to make progress in the field. Galison uses the example of interaction between peasants and landowners in the Cauco Valley in Colombia in terms of money. Landowners have large sugarcane farms with money used to accrue assets and to pay wages. Peasants have a culture of magic and sorcery, and Galison observed that peasants place a different significance on money. Specifically, peasants as godparents hold pesos in their hands when a child is being baptised. The next time the peasant purchases goods, they whisper the child’s name with the belief it will return three-fold to the family. Galison argues that while money has a quite different significance in the two communities, this does not prevent both trade and the exchange of money between them, and that brings stability to the local region.

In this sense, trading zones are not only stabilising loops but they can be used as a lens to understand interaction between groups within a community as well as between communities at large. An illuminating example is to contrast the political systems of the United Kingdom and Germany. In the United Kingdom, individual politicians are expected to form a coalition (usually called a “party”) and then put forward a unified position to the electorate in advance of elections. Consequently, the primary political parties are each comprised of any number of factions or groups that are likely to differ in many ways on several topics, but are able to find agreement on specific concerns to gain power and make progress. Similarly in Germany, political parties have to form coalitions to gain power and make progress, but this is after the election and the electorate have elected individuals from many different parties.

The concept of trading zones is helpful as it demonstrates that CER should be seen as situated within the context of its neighbouring and partnering fields [47]. More than that the CER community should remember that each CER participant is different and may be trading with any number of disciplines, and may be actively participating in them. Consequently, the tools, techniques and insights they adopt may not only be unfamiliar or anomalous to much of the rest of the CER community, they may sometimes even be offensive as CER extends its set of trading partners.

2.5 Foundation for Categories

Some categories are expected by everyone e.g. theory, and next after that there needs to be a place for evidence collection. Some further categories are needed due to the misconceptions discussed above e.g. the unexpected discovery of counterexamples mentioned in the first part of the introduction, which shows that unplanned but important data can appear and has to be found a place in the set of categories. Finally there are one or two categories which are needed to achieve properties of the set as a whole. You will see that “requirements” is a category whose role in the set is to allow bits of partial knowledge, which connect some categories as intermediate data, to be recognised, stored and potentially published as independent, visible contributions.

3 CATEGORISING CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE

This section presents the set of categories we have chosen as landmarks to illustrate the extent and diversity of the unknown full set of contributions to research. We present as a table the list of our 12 categories, and then follow that with a description of each category.
There is no single way to order the set. It is likely that this may disturb readers to some degree because they (and we ourselves, and probably almost everyone) are perturbed by several conflicting associations that make us want to think in terms of certain sets or sequences of categories. A later section (§5.2) lists some alternative ways of grouping the categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>Full name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Theory for its own sake e.g. for explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Predictions</td>
<td>Theoretical reasoning and predictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>Argument from Common Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Requirements gathering for L-designs at all levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Engineering for its own sake. L-designs, patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CEPs</td>
<td>Constructionist existence proofs. Research by building things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Planned observing</td>
<td>Experiments, expeditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Unexpected observations</td>
<td>Reporting the unexpected and unexplained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Practice papers</td>
<td>Reports on Practitioners’ experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Research Programmes</td>
<td>Sequences of Research studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>Review papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Tools to support learners or teachers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The categories of contribution.

3.1 Theory for its own sake e.g. for explanation.

This category of contribution "Theory for its own sake" offers explanations and sometimes supports making predictions. In CER a theory may address CS content matter and how to teach it; or address properties of designs (L-designs). Theory may be about pure educational theories; or about applied matters i.e. generalising about designs (often L-designs) (see §2.2.2). It may also be either home-grown within CER, or imported from other disciplines e.g. Education in general or Sociology, and then applied to CER.

Examples of education theory research include:
- Learning Edge Momentum is a small scale empirical theory, local to CER, to explain data showing bimodal distributions in marks in computer science classes [2]. A paper disconfirming it won a John Henry award at ICER16 [112].
- A paper that draws on brain science and relates spatial skills to student success in STEM in general and CE in particular won a John Henry award at ICER19 [92].
- A paper [84] that applied the SOLO taxonomy (an education theory about learning in any discipline) to CER by analysing the differences between teachers and learners in how they understand program code (from exam papers), won the ITICSE award of being one the best five papers over the period 1996-2019 [142].
- From Sociology, Tinto took Durkheim’s theory of suicide and transposed it into Education as a theory of college dropout / retention [37, 151].

Using the example of The BMJ, we suggested earlier that high quality evidence-sets on applied results were “products” of research of great value to non-researchers (§2.1.1). Similarly theories are often seen as products of research of use to others. We might say that nothing is so useful as a good theory because at their best, theories summarise knowledge that applies not only to particular recorded cases, but to many that have not yet been directly encountered.
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The most famous theories, such as Newton’s law of gravitation, manage to cover very wide ranges of events. However, these are few and far between: many other theories are empirical laws such as Ohm’s law, which does not apply to fluorescent tubes or semiconductor devices or superconductors, yet is used everyday by electricians and other work involving regular copper wiring at room temperature. In CS, Moore’s law is such an empirical law. Frequently grand theories have only slowly developed from smaller empirical ones. For instance, there were first theories of static electricity, then of magnetism, then of electric currents, then of light; and only finally after about 300 years were all these different patches of knowledge unified in Maxwell’s equations. We may expect the same to prove true in Education.

In fact theories may even be vague as well as incomplete, and yet productive. The most basic idea in education theory is perhaps the contrast between Constructivism and Instructivism [31] – between seeing learning as something a learner assembles in their own mind, or as simply an expert telling a learner who passively memorises it. Because there are seriously different ideas on what Constructivism is, it remains a vague concept and yet even as a vague notion it is productive. It remains useful because in courses there is nearly always a lot of simple telling e.g. the names and meanings of basic concepts in a programming language. Yet at any time we can reconsider whether in each course, each class, each exercise getting the learner to construct knowledge would be better overall e.g. by getting learners to identify and learn the missing concept in what they have been told so far, or by asking them that if a new concept were to be added to a programming language what should it be and why, or by getting learners to teach their classmates about each concept (because trying to teach someone else is a powerful boost to your own learning).

Within CER, [90] reviews the theories currently being used there. Education theories may be and often are tested and researched across all disciplines, while some are more restricted in scope. They may investigate whether the theory applies in all countries, or only some. Even what it means to learn may vary depending on culture: western cultures almost invariably use ability to recall as the way to judge learning, whereas some other cultures judge learning by ability to recognise [23]. Because education is organised nationally, its nature may be very different in different places. In countries where education is not compulsory, for example, schools seldom have to worry about whether learners are motivated to learn nor whether they are capable enough to benefit. So in fact no education theory (or CER theory) can be reasonably accepted until it has been separately tested in many countries.

The above has looked at pure research (§2.2.2) on education theories, whose common feature is that their truth and scope is researched and studied, not how to do teaching and learning in specific ways, although of course education theories may inspire applied work on creating novel L-designs. In contrast, we now turn to applied theories (§2.2.3) that aim to generalise about applications which are successful pieces of learning and teaching (e.g. L-designs), and each of which involves many requirements, perhaps related to various education theories. Examples of research on theories about education applications are:

* Sanders et al. review the use of the term “Active Learning” in the CS related literature [133]. They found however that very few defined the term, that it was almost always used to refer to teaching (not learning) activities, that it always meant “good teaching”, and they selected four dimensions in which to arrange the various methods:
  - How active were the learners and in what way?
  - How reflective?
  - How social?
  - How specific were the methods to computing science?
* In contrast Hake [53] in the field of physics teaching had in 1998 short-circuited this by asking each teacher in his survey whether in their opinion their teaching approach made substantial use of “interactive engagement”
to promote understanding of the content to be learned, and saying that interactive engagement meant learner activity (perhaps with material) with immediate feedback from teachers or peers. He reported a statistically significant difference with a large effect size between those who did and did not. This shows that there can be effective ways around the issues of definition, since the 62 instructors who responded were not pre-trained in the definitions or theory of ‘interactive engagement’ or ‘active learning’.

- Chi’s ICAP framework [20] was based on numerous experiments (both in the lab and in the classroom), where she showed that a number of different types of “Active Learning” (different members of one family of L-designs) may be ordered by their effectiveness i.e. some forms are reliably more beneficial than others. It is essentially a theory of peer interaction and its power, under the right conditions, to rival expert skilled teaching by an adult tutoring in groups of 2 or 3 learners. Her experiments were on school maths tutorials, but seem likely to apply to CER; and also to suggest that the method could be applied across classes of all sizes because she showed that video recordings of a tutorial were about as good as with a live, face to face tutor.

- The L-design Peer Instruction (PI) has been the subject of post-invention theorising about how and why it works [35].

Much (but not all) applied education research however concerns L-designs, their invention, testing and generalisation. Good L-designs often seem to have a life of their own and have properties that their inventors did not expect or understand fully. This has been recognised elsewhere as due to “the task-artifact cycle” [19] in which the originator has an idea for something useful, creates and distributes it, then finds that users quickly find new uses for it. The first spreadsheet was designed for doing accounts (recording past transactions), yet the first population of users contained many who used it for planning (reasoning back from fixed totals of budgets to look at what they might spend it on). In recent times, applications like Facebook take this much further, constantly studying how their invention is used and modifying it try to serve emerging needs better: often needs that no-one had before. (This of course completely contradicted old top-down approaches of first eliciting requirements, then implementing them and only them.) Furthermore, successful L-designs often satisfy implicit requirements such as being activities that are easy to explain to students, that make a class bond together while learning together e.g. [88].

Consequently, a classic example of applied research is to discover whether an L-design originally invented for teaching one subject also succeeds in another discipline (as many do) for instance PI in physics [25], and in Genetics [144]. This is useful in practice, and may also lead to understanding why some transfer like this, which would amount to a more general Engineering theory within the area of educational applications.

To get some idea of the very large probable scope for future theory in CER, consider “micro-nutrients” in nutrition. Besides our bulk needs to consume water, calories, protein and some fats, there are about 28 vitamins and minerals essential to health. Remembering that all events need multiple causes to be in place, we may expect that there are many more essential conditions for learning in education than in nutrition, since life has always depended on nutrition whereas it does not depend on formal education. Each such cause is likely to need its own theory.

3.2 Theoretical reasoning and predictions.

To take a theory and then work out what it would predict in some new particular situation, and hence prepare the way for new empirical work on that situation, is a distinct research step. As such it is a contribution to knowledge, and should be recognised as such. On occasion, perhaps it should publishable as a paper in itself.
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In disciplines very different from CER this has sometimes been famously important. Eugene Parker submitted a paper to “The astrophysics journal” showing mathematically how there could be a large solar wind of particles, but it was rejected by the two referees on the grounds that it was absurd. Asked by the journal editor whether he wanted to publish it, he replied that the referees had not offered any substantive criticism so yes he did, and the editor published it in 1958 [109]. In 1962 the Mariner 2 spacecraft, launched primarily to study Venus, returned data showing there is indeed a strong solar wind of charged particles flowing out from the sun, and that Parker had been right. Parker later became the first person to have a spacecraft named after him while still alive largely because of all the subsequent work that flowed from the phenomenon, for which he had provided the theoretical analysis in advance. We know the details mentioned above because years later Parker wrote an amusing paper that is well worth reading “The martial art of scientific publication” [110] about the peer review process, including these details (and also cases when the referees had been right and himself wrong).

Is this type of contribution important in CER? One example is a paper by Kallia and Cutts [70] which won “best paper” at ICER21. However this paper does both substantial theoretical reasoning work (§3.2) by applying Bourdieu’s theory from Sociology to CER, and additionally a systematic literature review (§3.11) and also a thematic analysis (§3.7). In other words, it uses the considerable amount of empirical work already published to point out and explain the limitations of its application of theoretical reasoning, thus combining three types of contribution.

Another example where the theoretical reasoning was done but not published separately is in the work by Tshukudu published in a series of seven papers including [153, 156] the last of which [156] was “noted as a runner-up to the Best Paper” at Koli Calling 2021. (These are also discussed below under the “Programme of research” category, see §3.10.) This series of papers presents a sequence of studies looking at the kinds of errors that learners make when learning either their first or second programming language. The first step in the argument in each of these papers including the first was to present a way of thinking about transfers from learners’ prior knowledge of either their natural language (e.g. English) or of a previous programming language. To do this Tshukudu drew on one theory of the problems programmers show when transferring to their first object oriented language, and another theory of the problems people show when learning a second natural language. The theoretical reasoning of how these two theories might apply to the new domain of students learning programming is original, but was not published and discussed by itself, and is re-presented in nearly every paper.

What other work of this type could be imagined in CER? Two examples could be to identify a theory in Sociology (e.g. about effects of race or class) and ask what they mean in educational situations, or theories from Nutritional Science and ask what they mean in education (hungry children do not learn effectively).

A third example that would be solely a theoretical reasoning contribution and might be productive in CER would be to present contradictory predictions about a situation, thus clearing the ground for and motivating a study that tests which theory applies and when. For instance Higher Education teachers frequently complain that students won’t do any suggested work if it doesn’t carry marks (contributions to grades). Yet when supervised in a class (e.g. as in Mazur’s PI) students seldom resist voting on a question, or discussing which the right answer is with other students. (And in this case, giving credit for voting can reduce the benefit according to [126].) In yet other cases students no longer need to do this thinking in class or even with peers, but develop a habit of thought of thinking about the pros and cons of a proposed concept, or thinking of concrete examples of it. Perhaps students come in time to carry out activities because they have learned they are useful regardless of what the teacher says: a third theory of “motivation” less often mentioned by teachers, but which if true, carries implications for whether and how we ensure that our students do learn this reason for important activities.
More examples can be found in a 2019 review [90] in its section 4.4.2 which lists half a dozen uses of theory in CER to make predictions. Such work addresses Pirsig’s [122] point that random hypotheses are cheap to generate compared to the empirical work needed to test them and so cannot be the driving force behind productive science. Discussing theoretical reasoning could allow theories and their applications to be partially debugged before investing in empirical work. Taking a general theory, and making specific predictions about a new kind of situation takes intellectual work, and is a significant contribution in itself, prior to and separate from doing any empirical work. It might be that publishing and discussing such work in its own right would accelerate the field of CER.

3.3 ACE: Arguments from Common Experience.

While research papers normally deal with theories and new data, there are papers that do neither but simply make arguments based on things all the readers accept as part of their shared, common experience. The opening two sections of this paper are of largely this kind. The whole of this paper mostly belongs in the ACE category, but because we also use references to published papers to illustrate and support many parts of our argument, it also has some aspects of a Review (another category in this set, see §3.11).

Sfard’s paper on two metaphors for learning is an argument based on analysing the language we use about learning (English in the case of her paper), and this is common to all readers [137]. Yet from it she concludes that it shows a fundamental limit to the coherence of our educational theories. Her two metaphors, the acquisition metaphor and the participation metaphor, show that part of our talk is about having definite states of knowledge which we can attain and pass on, but other parts are about participation and doing not knowing.

Arguing from common experience is pervasive in many parts of philosophy, going back to Socrates. It is, or originally was, the justification for Euclid’s postulates and deductions: the rest of Euclidean geometry could be proved if the reader agreed that these postulates were self-evident. If the arguments can be supported by things all readers accept then there is no need for new data or other evidence. In some disciplines there are venues for stimulating a debate led by a paper which presents issues and arguments, with new and wider suggested implications but not new data: for instance the journal “Brain and Behavioral Sciences” (see [79] for an example) which have some of the flavour of ACE.

Although still a rare mode of contribution in science, there is another, but strong, form of this type of contribution in which experiences are created which almost everyone shares. Such demonstrations do not need experiments nor statistics on how many participants were used, and yet are much more convincing. Adelbert Ames was a painter among other things who turned to research in visual perception and advocated this approach. He designed and built about 50 such demonstrations, and many readers, though they may not remember the name “Ames”, will have seen an Ames Room in science museums or exploratories where you look through a peephole into a room where people’s size seems to vary depending on where they move in the room. (This is a demonstration – and so creates a shared experience – of how, when stereopsis and binocular vision are disabled, other cues of depth perception such as the expectation of a rectangular room control our perceptions [62, 63].)

Similarly lecture demonstrations at their best may be of this type. If in a lecture on peristalsis, the lecturer performs a handstand on the bench and remains upside down while drinking a glass of water through a straw, you cannot go on believing that food gets from our mouths to our stomachs only because we eat when upright and gravity makes it fall downwards. Therefore, this mode of arguing from common experience has direct educational applications.

Arguments and actions based on common experience is of potential importance in CER. Part of learning to program is seeing what happens when your code is run or interpreted: a highly personal experience (although the strength of the impact of such repeated experiments whose input you directly controlled depends on how much you put into the
exact code you ran and how strongly you predicted its effects). This shared personal common experience is not present in most disciplines unless they not only have lab classes but ones where the student controls the conditions tried. It is common for CS classes and courses to insist on all learners learning to actually create functioning code. It is common for such courses to believe that this enjoyment is important e.g. with engaging graphics, simulations, using block-based languages. These are the sort of conclusions many individual teachers have reached but have less often articulated or tested. It suits many students to identify success in CS with the gratification of creating something that “works” rather than with understanding the exact meaning of code. Dziallas and Fincher illustrate that some programmers may be many years into a career as a programmer before realising that immediate utility and relevance are not the only way of judging what it is useful to know [38]. This is a case of learners using ACE to justify their view of what matters in programming over any other view that the teachers may have. However conversely, similar reasoning about the common experience of enjoying the personal power that programming affords is made by teachers and some researchers, such that they choose to teach languages that enhance that enjoyment at the expense of focussing on the exact meaning of code. Thus arguments from common experience are frequent and influential in the practice of CE but if they were printed and critiqued this might test their validity more often.

3.4 Requirements gathering for L-Designs at all levels/scales.

Engineers of all kinds are familiar with how requirements gathering is the first stage of design. It may be of especial importance in education because successful L-designs tend to have many implicit properties and identifying these is one way of making knowledge about educational activities and designs explicit, and then communicated as a research activity in itself, thus advancing practical knowledge in CER and education (see §2.2.3). Here we will alternate between two kinds of example: the civil engineering of bridges (because of our debt to Petroski’s ideas [120, 121]) and CER.

L-designs are an applied enterprise defined by being something created by people to have a specific effect on learning (the original requirements). On the one hand many causes (which are all requirements) have to be in place to create the desired effect, and on the other hand any solution (design) will have multiple effects some of which may be undesirable, and avoiding each of these must be added to the list of requirements (§2.2.1). Thus the “client’s” original requirements may soon be expanded by an expert designer who foresees their consequences and adds these as implied negative requirements.

In civil engineering it is not enough to satisfy the requirements of a bridge as it will be after it is built (e.g. the load it can carry, the winds it can resist), but also how it will be built and how it will be maintained. In PI (peer instruction) you have to have all members of each student group communicating with each other at the same time: entailing requirements of being active at the same time, and having access to equipment or space to do this; and normally also having the whole class interacting at the same time and with voting equipment. These extra entailed requirements mean that PI cannot easily be part of a self-study online course – summarised as an implied negative requirement of not being part of a self-study course.

Petroski has argued that there is a further potential problem due to automatically satisfied requirements which may remain unrecognised indefinitely [120]. This is because there are unlimited numbers of implicit requirements, but it is not necessary to know them as long as they are automatically satisfied by the available methods. For example, stone bridges such as the Romans built will never be blown over by any wind on the surface of the earth because by the time they are sturdy enough to support the vertical weight of the bridge (and traffic) they are too heavy for the wind to affect them. But as materials allow bigger, longer, and lighter bridges at some point a new requirement of addressing side winds makes itself apparent. The example Petroski uses is the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows bridge. While there
have been disputes about what exactly the requirement and / or the solution is, the main point remains: that some requirements are discovered only through disasters, although finding what theories best address this may take time. The solution that emerged after a time was to treat the decks of bridges as aerodynamically like aircraft wings, but to design them like inverted wings, so that higher winds increase the down force thus stiffening their resistance [121, 136]. The collapse was an example of unexpected observations (§3.8), and it was a counterexample to what engineers had thought they knew. Part of the solution process was adopting the regular use of wind tunnels (only just becoming available at that time) to test scale models, thus allowing planned observations (§3.7), and which are also useful when your best theories are not fully adequate.

Generally education is quite backward in developing explicit requirements, and there may be considerable potential for future improvements here. In education Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) are often thought of as the only requirements specified and focused on, and are very often only about course content (“c-ILOs”). However there is no real boundary between content announced and assessed, and unassessed but clearly desired aims which are also learned e.g. graduate attributes such as adaptability, resourcefulness, and communication skill; and learning how (better) to learn in the discipline (e.g. in CS, learning how to teach yourself a new programming language is widely valued by employers and generally realised by senior staff but seldom directly stated). In addition, a department might have ILOs for the year as a whole and for the degree programme as a whole, but not communicate these in a way that an individual teacher thinks of when they design a module. Dziallas and Fincher opened up an unusual angle on c-ILOs by illustrating how some of the value of their original degree in CS was understood by graduates only much later after some years in the industry [38]. This could be used to inform c-ILOs at the degree programme level. Full c-ILOs for a module should really say how that module contributes to these larger scale ILOs. Furthermore, there are other kinds of intended outcomes such as eliciting interest, and “Social ILOs” such as creating group cohesion [88]. Essentially some commonly adopted L-designs have multiple effects, and in fact multiple desirable effects, not all of which are originally planned for, nor well evidenced when they are noticed. This might be called inverse requirements gathering: using evidence of positive side-effects to identify good effects as new requirements to adopt.

For example, PI clearly earns substantial approval from learners (e.g. in the form of recommending its adoption in more courses [80]); and it produces deep as opposed to shallow learning [144]. Doing inverse requirements gathering by identifying these effects is a way of addressing the task-artifact cycle [19] and publishing them as, say, “satisfied requirements” with respect to a particular L-design will help practitioners in selecting an L-design, and linking it to their courses’ requirements. Equally it will suggest that studies of a whole course or of one L-design within it should find a way to measure how well each requirement was satisfied – and so support the design of future research.

Beryl Plimmer produced a tool to help her mark her first year programming assignments [123] (also discussed in §3.12). She used task analysis to produce a set of requirements for the tool, and after several iterations on its design, ran an experiment that showed marking with her tool was both faster for the teacher and better quality from a learner viewpoint than doing it on paper. It is a case of making the experience of an experienced teacher explicit, visible, and understood for the first time. In turn the power of doing this became apparent by showing that the superficially very different case of marking essays could be supported in the same way. In both cases there are multiple bits of paper that need to be in view at the same time. On the “input” side for programming: code, test outputs, ...; for essays: the exam question, the meaning of the grades on the university scale. On the “output” side, at least for some essay marking, the places where the marker records information:

- The place where the mark is recorded and sent to the teaching admin,
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• The place(s) where feedback to the student is recorded (e.g. on the script; and on a form or other message),
• Notes to self on reasons for marks for use if marks have to be reconciled between markers,
• Occasional notes to self about ideas and references the student expressed which the marker wants to look up later.

This is an example of how serious requirements analysis (task analysis) is illuminating of both an actual design but also of the problem in general, and of how an interview alone would be unlikely to have elicited these requirements and that observing the work is important. It is also an example of how supporting teachers can be as important as supporting learners. And it is furthermore an example of how good analysis can sometimes surprisingly generalise between different disciplines and task details, even though the actual tool would not directly transfer since much of its value is in the details of what input and output documents have to be assembled in each case of assessment, which is why this belongs under "Requirements" and not "Tools".

3.5 Engineering work for its own sake. Learning designs and patterns.

Engineering work for its own sake, both design and construction, has its own direct importance across all engineering areas, as the examples discussed for constructionist existence proofs show (§3.6). In education generally, including CER, the most important products of applied research (§2.2.2) are probably L-designs. This is different from the category of Theory for its own sake (§3.1) because the output here is an instantiated product that works materially, rather than an intellectual idea that works for reasoning in some area.

Authors of L-designs usually do not have a good and complete theory of why and how the design works – that would be theoretical work (Theory for its own sake §3.1) on why a design works, not design and construction work (this category). It is important and interesting that some L-designs turn out to work well in quite other disciplines and situations than the ones they were originally devised for, and sometimes to satisfy different requirements from the ones they were invented to satisfy.

Some examples are:

• There is an L-design in which students are required to create Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) for their classmates. This is one type of "contributing student pedagogy" [24, 54, 55]. This is effective educationally because writing a good question requires you to understand a topic much better than other topics. Denny et al. illustrates how their software, PeerWise, supported this activity and applied it in real courses and reported on that (an experience report) [27]. Denny et al. also collected and reported quantitative data that supported the claim that learners using PeerWise engaged in deep learning, and performed better in exams, and so that there was a real educational gain because of it. The paper won a John Henry award at ICER08.
• Contributing student pedagogy is a whole class of L-designs, and a paper by a working group reviewing this class as a whole [54] was declared as the Top ITiCSE WG Report for the period 1996-2019 [142].
• Peer Instruction (PI) [25, 93] has been widely used in a number of STEM subjects including Physics, Genetics [144], and Computing Science [172].
• Jigsaw is an important and strong form of student-generated teaching, invented by Aronson et al. in 1971 [4], and described in more detail in section 2.2.4 [34]. It has since been used successfully in quite other contexts to address other "problems" i.e. requirements; and secondly, to work well in other disciplines e.g. Philosophy, Biology, Psychology. It has also been used in teaching some CS subjects e.g. ethics [86].

In education generally including CER the most important types of applications research are probably:
• The invention of new L-designs for old situations (traditional subjects and teaching methods), and collecting evidence on how effective each is.
• Designing and implementing new L-designs for new situations.
• Investigating whether an L-design originally invented for teaching one subject also succeeds in other contexts and disciplines (as many do). Trying and documenting these re-applications to new domains is useful research, showing that transfer both into and out of CER may be as valuable as raising confidence in the L-design’s success over differing contexts.
• Showing that an L-design satisfies different requirements from the ones it was invented to satisfy.
• Identifying new, unarticulated properties of old L-designs e.g. tacit requirements now identified, and measured as satisfied in old L-designs.

L-designs are where research is most likely to observe the importance in education of not just explicit conceptual knowledge but also of implicit skills. Crouch and Mazur’s paper [25] reports on the learning gains due to the introduction of Mazur’s Peer Instruction (PI) L-design in his own class. It shows the performance the year before introducing PI, and then the year by year performance of PI over the next seven years. The bar chart shows an immediate doubling of the amount learned in the first year it was introduced, but then steady additional annual improvements until in the seventh year of PI about the same amount of increase again had been attained. This is a direct demonstration that the concept or explicit idea of the L-design achieved a big gain in one lump, but that the same amount again is gained by improvements in the instructors’ delivery of the L-design (perhaps partly by increasing tacit skills). This shows that teacher skills are an important factor in learners’ degree of success: a conclusion also drawn from quite different data by Chingos [21] on school teachers. These skills are probably implicit or at any rate tacit (not spoken about) because they appear to come from experience and not from being taught by one teacher to another.

PI itself also works due to the learners’ tacit skills or practices. The students are made aware of their own initial opinion by the first vote; then aware that others’ have different opinions by either seeing the distribution of votes or by the peer discussion. They find discussion about reasons natural to do in those circumstances, without knowing or believing that this is an important learning activity. After two semesters of this practice they may develop different (perhaps also tacit) habits if they have by then internalised the practice of asking themselves why they should accept an idea given them, or to run it over in their heads to see how it connects or seems to be inconsistent with other facts and experiences they have.

Implicit learner skills are also important in programming. A lot of maths for STEM subjects does not just teach the idea of each concept or operation but gives copious practice through simple exercises, because to be useful the learner must be well practised enough that using the technique does not require slow recall. In learning a programming language the same applies: it is not sufficient to be able to recite a definition of a syntax element such as an if statement. In reality the student must learn the common "patterns" in which it is used so that they can compose new code fast enough to be useful even at a student level. Knowledge given infinite time to recall and reconstruct it is not enough: fluency and skill are in fact required, whether or not either teacher or learner recognises and states this.

3.6 Constructionist Existence Proofs (CEPs). Research by building things.

Existence proofs are those where discovering a single counterexample defeats a proposition. An old example (invented by philosophers) is to consider a male European naturalist who has only seen or heard of white swans, but has to change his ideas and definitions of what a swan is as soon as he goes to Australia and sees a black swan. When the first,
rather poorly preserved, specimens of dead platypuses were sent to Europe, they were thought to be frauds because they seemed to be cobbled together parts of several unrelated animals. However when live specimens were sent back or seen by trained naturalists, the accusations of fraud faltered and theories had to be revised: the existence proof was decisive.

In Education, L-Designs are arguably the most influential publications e.g. PI (Mazur’s peer instruction) [25, 93], Reciprocal Peer Critiquing, the Jigsaw classroom [4], Patchwork Text, etc. In CER, PI [93] and Peer Assisted Learning have been used, and also Pair Programming [85] and still other L-Designs. None of these was fully understood before being introduced, but they drive practice forward along with increasing understanding of how and why they work, and of the conditions in which they do and don’t work well.

In Engineering, constructions carry a conviction all their own, regardless of any theory or explanations the engineer may give. All applied disciplines including Engineering, Computing Science, Education, and Medicine have a prominent place for what we will call “constructionist existence proofs”, where the essential contribution is a design that was invented, built and tested. While it is usual to accompany these with descriptions of a rationale behind the design, their biggest contribution to knowledge is that the design is now known to work in at least one case, and so can be replicated even if that would entail rediscovering the techniques.

When Russia orbited the Sputnik, non-experts could immediately grasp that they might now drop things where they liked on earth, and also point cameras where they liked. When you saw or read of the Spears tower in Chicago, you knew people could now build things over a quarter mile tall. When you hear of the Burj Khalifa, which is just over a half mile tall, you are even more impressed, while knowing almost nothing of the problems the engineers can now conquer (e.g. that it is built on shifting sand dunes, and underneath them is an especially weak and crumbly rock; and that it needs sophisticated theories and solutions to the effects of wind on the building).

When the Wright Brothers demonstrated controlled, powered flight for the first time in 1903 the goal of flight went from a lengthy history of amateur failed attempts to a reality ripe for intensive development. Only 11 years later (August 1914) the Western allies had 30 aircraft in active military service in the opening campaign of Word War I. It was the proof that it could work that drove this great change in pace, and this rapid progress was driven not by publishing or testing theories, but by building a series of working demonstrations. Constructionist existence proofs (i.e. novel working designs) in fact generate research questions more than answer them.

A more sophisticated use of CEPs was demonstrated in a paper by Bloom [11]. He measured the learning attainment of average children with a skilled tutor in 1:1 teaching. This is economically unaffordable in mass schooling, but it demonstrates what is humanly possible to achieve; and thus demonstrates by existence what can be achieved. In his paper Bloom then discussed how he planned to direct his research to find L-designs which when combined can reach this human limit, but affordably.

In one way CEP is related to ACE as a contribution to knowledge, because it is a form of argument that is largely to do with reports of something which is taken as common experience, and which many have seen with their own eyes. In another way, it is related to Engineering work for its own sake: getting something to work, which then has its own power to drive research (both practical and theoretical) forward independently of prior theoretical underpinning.

3.7 Planned Observing by and for researchers. Experiments, expeditions.

Planned observations cover a wide field, and include qualitative as well as quantitative data. For example this ICER16 paper [38], in an exemplary methodology section, outlines the different types of qualitative study, why they selected the one they did, and what it consists of.
Planned observations aimed at testing or disproving theories belong in this category. Zingaro and Porter [172] tests the theory that students learn from Mazur’s Peer Instruction (PI) method in the domain of computing science, and that this is not due to memorising answers but to understanding at a deeper (transfer) level. It builds on [144] which demonstrated this in a first year Genetics classes, and did so by introducing the use of "isomorphic questions" (published in the journal *Science*: current impact factor 42). A different kind of theory-testing educational research is [74] on revision methods for Higher Education (HE) students i.e. this applies in CER too. Its theory type is the cognitive psychology of human memory. The study showed that repeated testing of recall is not only much more effective than re-reading notes for rote recall, but is also better when the test is on the meaning of the material; and it is better than revision requiring elaboration of the material instead of repeated testing. Methodology papers (describing or comparing methods of observing including experiments) belong to this category as well.

Finally “expeditions” are fully planned as to the actions and often as to the measures to be recorded, but with no definite plans as to what will be discovered. The historical Marco Polo’s expedition was of this kind: setting out to discover the practicality of a potential trade route (was it survivable) and what goods might eventually be traded. These have become ever more important in science. From sending plant and animal collectors, where the place was planned but not the undiscovered animals (obviously), to discovering undersea vents (“smokers”), planetary space missions where the planet was planned but as it turned out not the unexpected discoveries, to huge space telescopes mapping all the stars in one direction where the instrument is planned but the discoveries are about patterns of movement in huge sets of stars.

Thus planned observing includes both testing theory where the observations are usually as expected, and data gathering where the observing was planned but the observations were not, and unspecified theories are used only post hoc to notice surprises that were not predicted. In education the work of Sugata Mitra may be an exemplar where he has demonstrated in various ways how much children can learn by themselves without teachers, which he has reported mainly in videoed talks, rather than in journal articles.

3.8 Unexpected Observations. Reporting the unexpected and unexplained.

Unexpected Observation papers report the unexpected (rather than exploring the expectations of theorists). These are of great importance in science. In Biology there is no predictive theory of what species exist, and discoveries are still being made. Humans are classified as great apes, and in 2017 a new great ape was discovered bringing the total to eight. Estimates are that there are 300 undiscovered mammals, and that only one in every 100,000 species of bacterium have been discovered, including about 2,000 new ones very recently discovered in the human gut. Space missions exploring the solar system are selected on the basis of expected new findings; yet almost every mission turns out to discover something much more important to science than what it had been planned to discover e.g. the Juno mission spotted a volcano on Jupiter’s moon Io when everyone believed that volcanos could only happen on earth. If you look at textbooks on testing (in Computer Science, in engineering, ...) they usually only discuss tests that will detect frequently found problems. Much more important to research (as opposed to quality control in manufacturing) are the tests that discover “unknown unknowns”: this is what unexpected observation papers report.

An example from Physics Education Research is [118] which reported that when each student’s seat in a lecture theatre was randomly assigned, then their seating position in the first half of the semester statistically significantly affected their final grade in the course. (The course was for physics, but there is reason to expect this to be a general result across disciplines including CER.) The researchers had expected there to be an effect that reversed when student
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positions were reversed half way through. They therefore reported a dis-confirmation of their prediction, plus the factual observation of a different effect which shows that a different theory must be found.

Observations are on a spectrum from wholly unplanned through to planned; with an important middling set ("expeditions") where the measures and observing were planned, but the important observations / results were not expected yet noticed. The expertise of the observer makes a big difference to noticing the unexpected. Alexander Fleming noticed something unusual when he discovered penicillin: but few others would have noticed that the pattern on a bunch of agar plates left uncleansed before a long weekend was unusual. A personal example of this happened when colleagues were chatting about feedback to students, and eventually turned to a student who was patiently waiting and asked her whether she thought the feedback the department provided was useful. She replied that all she wanted to know was whether she could and should continue with the subject next year. This showed that the learner’s view of feedback was quite different from the staff’s teacher-centric view, because learner goals are different, and led eventually to writing a paper exploring this [33]. This is a classic example where no observing had been planned but theory-related expectations caused “noticing” like Fleming’s.

3.9 Reports on Practitioners’ experiences.

Practice papers may contain few observations, yet depending on the eye of the reader, may still alert someone who sees significance in an unplanned observation. But equally many papers may qualify as practice papers but also in other categories e.g. the Cutts et al. concept of a Thinkathon [26] which was an ad hoc practice intervention although by adding extra observations it turned a one-off event into something more; and Guzdial’s paper [51] on a progression from pure practice to something more. (Both these papers, discussed also in other sections, won CER awards.)

In one way practice papers are a kind of expedition paper: what the teacher did and how they felt about it. But the historical Marco Polo brought back trade goods, and an account of his survival and route. Perhaps practitioner reports might be usefully enhanced by how the teacher felt compared to other courses they have taught; or include a report by an observer of what the teacher did (which would certainly raise the chances of implicit skill and knowledge being reported). In fact a big barrier to L-designs being usefully adopted is that teachers tend NOT to follow an L-design but to adopt bits that are convenient without regard to what is important. That cuts both ways: descriptions of L-designs frequently do not specify exactly which bits are crucial i.e. their requirements for execution have not been carefully reported. In fact there is a literature on how very important teacher quality is – and that is probably almost all about the tacit skills a teacher does or doesn’t have. Contrary to many assumptions, as measured by student learning outcomes in schools, it is more important whether they get the best or worst teacher in a school, than whether they go to the best or worst school in the town [21].

3.10 Research programmes: Sequences of research studies.

Research is frequently organised into a sequence of stages of different types of contribution, not a single grand experiment. If you have a theory you might construct a hypothesis and do an experiment. If you are doing an accident report, you have the effects and try to work back to the causes. In Medical trials there is a more elaborate sequence: lab trials on animals, then three “phases” of testing on humans. The UK Medical Research Council offers this model on p.4 of [99]. The model offers essentially this:

(1) Pre-clinical. Explore relevant theory to ensure best choice of intervention and hypothesis and to predict major confounds and strategic design issues.
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(2) Modelling - Phase 1. Identify the components of the intervention, and the underlying mechanisms by which they will influence outcomes to provide evidence that you can predict how they relate to and interact with each other.

(3) Exploratory trial - Phase 2. Describe the constant and variable components of a replicable intervention AND a feasible protocol for comparing the intervention to an appropriate alternative.

(4) Definitive RCT (randomised control trial) - Phase 3. Compare a fully-defined intervention to an appropriate alternative using a protocol that is theoretically defensible, reproducible and adequately controlled, in a study with appropriate statistical power.

(5) Long-term implementation - Phase 4. Determine whether others can reliably replicate your intervention and results in uncontrolled settings over the long term.

Shayer gives this model for applied educational research on pp.112-3 of [139]:

(1) Primary effect study: what effects, and how large, can be achieved using the intervention? Is there an effect (whatever the cause), what effect, what size of effect. In this stage you do an experiment and show there really is an effect, defensible against all worries. But you still haven’t shown what it is caused by.

(2) Replication study: can it be done by other enthusiasts (not only by the original researcher)? Can the effect be transferred from the researchers to any other teacher(s)? (Or is it only achievable by the originator and therefore may depend or even be wholly due to some unconscious skill on their part?) The intervention at this point is probably still using a highly self-selected and unusually enthusiastic and able teacher; but at least it has been transferred. Here you show it can be done by one or more others: so at least it is not just a charisma effect, or the implicit skill of the researcher as a teacher.

(3) Generalisability study: Can it be done by non-enthusiasts? i.e. can it be transferred via training to the general population of teachers without special enthusiasm or skills? This is actually a test of the training procedure, not of the effect — but that is a vital part of whether the effect can be of practical use. Can a teacher training course be created for transferring the intervention, and is it successful in achieving the effects for pupil attainment even with perhaps reluctant teachers? This is obviously essential for the research to have any significant effect nationally. Here you are testing whether training can be done.

Ann Brown also has interesting comments on stages of educational projects [17]. Less generally, one might see Adey & Shayer’s own CASE work in middle school education in multiple disciplines [1] as having an extended number of stages.

(1) Theoretical work.

(2) Development of materials derived from the theory, to use in the next stage.

(3) Primary effect study. Do these materials benefit learners in a special study outside the school timetable and constraints?

(4) Replication study: can it transfer to any other teacher(s)?

(5) Generalisability: create, develop, and test a teacher training course.

(6) Roll-out in multiple schools (test that it generalises over institutions as well as teachers).

(7) Follow-up studies on long term effects.

Although relatively uncommon, one type of educational research, therefore, is a connected programme going, for example, from theory to successful applications of it. It is important to recognise this type for two reasons: they let us glimpse explicit reasoning about how to choose what research to do, and different steps in a programme generally
require markedly different types of research (as opposed to a common productive pattern with some researchers of using just one method used repeatedly in different situations).

The work by Tshukudu on the topic of problems learners have in learning their first and second programming languages (which was also discussed for a different reason above under the category theoretical reasoning and predictions §3.2) is an example of a sequence of seven papers with different kinds of study building on each other: [5, 153–158] which together show something like the following stages:

- Identifying an unexpected problem needing research [5].
- Develop the application of two theories from natural language learning to learning new programming languages [153].
- Exploratory qualitative study of the phenomena in her theory, using repeated interviews of five students transitioning from a first course in procedural Python programming to a second course in Java, and the carryover of concepts between the languages [154].
- Tested the theory by looking at problems of two predicted kinds and showing that the data verified that both their occurrence and their relative difficulty for learners matched the theory [155].
- Piloted one element in the future L-design (“explicit instruction”). A study on how interventions by human tutors affected difficulties. Showed that it helped in one type of difficulty more than the other as predicted [158].
- Collecting opinions and attitudes from teachers and learners about the problem. A survey of teachers before they get the new L-design to use [157].
- Describes the full L-design for solving the problems, and how it is derived from the theory. It then reports on a test of the effectiveness of the full L-design [156].

A second kind of sequence in CER is captured in a single paper by Guzdial [51] (Chair’s best paper award at ICER13). It reports a sequence of research studies on more or less the same course design, but progressing over ten years from (a) just describing the design, that it ran, and with “it seemed to go OK” judgements; to (b) formulating “hypotheses” or “design goals” about what its advantages might be (compared to other designs). This took the programme of work from reporting stories of what was done and experienced, to theories about specific effects and causes that were tested, leading to better theories and understanding. This was a ten year programme of research with direction and progress reported in a single paper, starting from a wholly practitioner experience viewpoint, and evolving into a researcher’s viewpoint that established some useful generalisations.

3.11 Review papers.

Reviews are quite often published in CER: for instance the review of the use of theory in CER [90] which jointly won the ICER19 Chair’s award for papers. In some other disciplines, major review papers can be places where theories are announced (by induction across many existing papers), or given a major relaunch. For example the journal Psychological Review [50] opens its self-description with the statement “Psychological Review publishes articles that make important theoretical contributions to any area of scientific psychology, including systematic evaluation of alternative theories”.

Reviews may also be about L-designs rather than theories. One type is a review of evidence-based summaries of tested L-designs. These are important for promoting rational adoption without which there is little point to any applied research field. One example is [106] which presents a five page summary on “Computational Thinking in Introductory Physics”, which besides being directed at practitioners who might adopt the cases it describes, also contributes to the theoretical concept of computational thinking in CER. Another kind of example is [40, 41] in the field of Physics
Education, about the design of teaching labs for students. These presentations are an overview with many examples of how it is now practicable to put on physics labs where the students have control over many aspects of it, rather than (as so often has been the case in the past) reproducing an exact set of instructions where the student is allowed no variation of what was done, and so no real connection with empirical work that answers research questions (which is actually the defining feature of the scientific method). In CER this would be the equivalent of "programming labs" where on the one hand students were given pre-written code and a fixed set of input values and asked to verify that the outputs were as predicted by the teacher; or on the other hand, given a test suite and program specification. A review in CER of "computing lab" activities might critically discuss this kind of issue, and indeed ask whether the students are being given the right kind of freedom of operation from an educational viewpoint.

Yet another kind of review might be useful in CER too. The journal "Brain and Behavioral Sciences" covers psychology, neuroscience, behavioral biology, cognitive science, artificial intelligence, linguistics, and philosophy (see [79] for an example). Instead of a systematic literature review, which guards against personal bias by stating the algorithm by which papers were included in the set reviewed, a different approach is taken. Each review’s authors argue a personal view of a field or issue plus arguments about what they think is important about it. What defends the paper against being a merely personal view is that multiple opinions and comments are invited and published with it at the same time (27 in the article cited as an example), followed by a response from the author(s) to the commentaries. This is public peer discussion collectively constituting a review of an issue, and carries its own authority based on more than the fact of publication which generally means approval by only two or three referees. This format might also perhaps be employed to address a general problem with "systematic reviews" which is that they seemingly cannot address what many readers would value: which are the few most valuable papers on a given topic?

Still other types of review paper might also have value. Since reviews are essentially reviews of the published literature, then in principle each type of citation found in papers might be considered as a distinct type of review topic. As mentioned in the Introduction (in §1.3), one type is the "Further reading" citation: essentially offering a pointer not to a single exemplar, nor to the first publication on a topic but to tutorial material for a reader who wants a useful introduction to a topic they know little of. While many research papers have no need of this type of reference, in a profoundly interdisciplinary field such as CER, it is fairly common to read a paper where you are expert in many of the things mentioned, but a stranger to some other aspect. If you have only used quantitative data but finally read a paper that used qualitative data to demonstrate something important to you, where can you find an introduction that is angled towards CER and not to the many other disciplines which use qualitative methods? If you work on a version of PI because that is the local tradition or requirement, then when you read of an alternative L-design in a way that makes you feel you should follow this up as a comparison to PI, where can you get an introduction to the alternative that is shorter than a book?

3.12 Tools to support learners or teachers.

Computer educational research is much more likely than other disciplinary areas to construct tools to help learners and assume that this is a contribution: after all, programming is a skill and a hobby for most CS academics. Guzdial and du Boulay argue that tools (along with methods and objectives) was one of the earliest if not the earliest theme in computing science education [52].

Some examples are:
• YAP3 1996: [167] The paper is about a plagiarism tool and is in the top 10 cited papers (with 185 citations) for SIGCSE.
• iSnap 2017: [127] The paper describes a tool that supports students with an Intelligent Tutoring system, and a pilot study of learner reactions. The paper received a Distinguished Paper Award at SIGCSE.
• PeerWise 2008: [27] The paper won a John Henry award at ICER08 for applying this in CS classes, and for presenting a tool to administer this. This paper described the software (PeerWise) to support this. It applied it in real courses and reported on that (an experience report). It also collected and reported quantitative data that supported the claim that learners using PeerWise engaged in deep learning, and performed better in exams, and so that there was a real educational gain because of it.
• Penmarked 2010: [123] The paper reports on the design, implementation, and repeated testing of a tool to help teachers mark their first year programming assignment. As discussed above under the contribution category “Requirements gathering for L-designs”, it is notable for supporting teachers rather than learners, but also, in our opinion, for suggesting a generalisation to other disciplines with superficially very different types of assignments and marking.

4 USING THE SET OF CATEGORIES

We illustrate possible uses for our set of categories by three examples: two exercises and one analysis.

4.1 Imagine new bits of research for each category

Pick any category and then imagine a new piece of work that you don’t know of anyone doing, which might be interesting and original and primarily in that one category. Then another one and repeat a few times.

4.2 Group exercise in using the categories to analyse a published or draft paper

Experience of reviewing papers, and sometimes of examining PhD theses, shows that researchers often do not realise the value of their work. No-one is surprised if it is less good than its author wishes, but sometimes it is good in a different way than they think. One way the category set could be used is to take a piece of work, hand it out to a set of CE researchers, and get them each to assign it to one or more categories. If they disagree then they may be about to invent a new category, but more often they will get practice at thinking about real contributions: identifying not the familiar surface elements in the written document (data, references to theory, ...) but the things of actual value and the nature of that value.

4.3 Using the categories to re-examine a published paper

A prize winning paper in ICER18 [101] argued that an over-emphasis on theory as what was valuable tended to suppress work on design itself. In terms of the 12 categories, that would translate as: too much Theory for its own sake (§3.1) tended to suppress Research by building things (§3.6).

The categories Engineering for its own sake (§3.5) and CEPs (§3.6) acknowledge that design and building designs are on an equal footing with theory, while Unplanned observations (§3.8) says more emphatically than the paper that some crucial contributions to CER come with no derivation from theory at all. On the other hand, if knowledge is to accumulate from these design activities, work on consolidating the experiences of construction as explicit requirements (§3.4) will surely be needed. With regard to theory (§3.1) we argued that CER is in effect interdisciplinary and so not locked into one type of theory, but on the contrary is continually using many different types from different disciplines.
The paper argued in effect that it is a zero sum game between theory and design, both expensive, which depends on the case rather than on a general rule. If it’s a choice between creating large buildings or engineering theory then theory would be cheaper, but if it is creating variations on a user interface it is likely to be much faster to build, test, modify etc.

It may depend even more on what conclusions are to be drawn from the designs. If the context is improving a user interface with the hope of making it useful to everyone then each build and test will show a problem and the next version will be to solve that problem without making it worse for anyone, which can often be done with user interfaces, and done speedily. However it is not clear whether that would apply in CER since learners are often so different from each other. More scaffolding is good for a more ignorant learner but slows up a more knowledgeable one, so addressing this issue requires essentially personal tuition to keep adjusting the level of detail of the help given [169].

The category *Research programmes* (§3.10) suggests that combining the two approaches should be considered and might lead to a way to combine theory-focussed and application-focussed bits of research – a possibility not considered in the paper.

5 DISCUSSION: ASSESSING THE CONTRIBUTION OF THIS PAPER

5.1 The value of theory.

The original idea for this paper was to look at other kinds of research value than only theory. This means we have inevitably taken a position that looked for things other than theory, and demoted its prestige to just one of many types of research contribution. We wish to remind the reader nevertheless that, on the other hand, we have emphasised several times that theory is important, that in fact because CER is essentially an applied subject, theory has many different types of contribution: to understand the disciplinary content to be taught, but also it needs to use theories for each aspect that affects CE, and each aspect will need to use its own theory when available. In CER it may even be that exploring this richer than assumed role for theory will be the enduring value of this paper for some readers.

However because theory is often overvalued in our culture there are negative aspects to contend with. One is that because of this overvaluing, researchers tend to try to look as if they are involved in theory rather than actually being so. Malmi et al. [90] in its review of the contribution and use of theory in computing science education suggests that the vast majority of papers which cited theoretical constructs did so at a surface or cursory level with few discussing or considering them in any detail. This does not mean, however, that theory is not important even for the categories that most appear like its opposite. Louis Pasteur said that “in the fields of observation, chance only favours the mind which is prepared” [111]. That is, to notice what is interesting or what is unknown (the category of *unexpected observations* §3.8) depends upon a mind that is prepared by theoretical knowledge to recognise what is currently unexpected and contradicts a theory.

A more exact statement on the value of theory is that theory is good but only one element amongst a set of essential contributions. We should bear in mind that there are times, places and disciplines where theory has been over-valued [9], and others where it has been under-valued [102]. In the former case, large numbers of women died soon after childbirth even after direct proof by Semmelweis that hand-washing prevented this because direct evidence of improved prevention was not accepted in the absence of a proven new theory. While the authors of [9] give advice to readers on how to be more persuasive than Semmelweis, it is not only unethical but also fundamentally unscientific to give priority to theory over empirical observations. In the latter case, according to Nield ([102] p.130ff. especially pp.131-133 and 143-145), at one time American Geology academia would only accept a format in which new data were presented and
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then discussed in relation to multiple theories with no conclusion about which was correct. This was partly in reaction to European over-emphasis on theory, but it made it awkward to get the new breakthrough theory of continental drift published at all despite conclusive evidence.

Thus our aim should be to work to maintain a balance, and frequently review the state of our discipline. When too much attention is being paid to theory, we should seek to remedy that by focussing on other contributions: that was the original aim of this paper and expressed in the set of categories of contribution, of which theory and theoretical reasoning are only two of twelve. When we think too little attention is paid to theory, then we should promote it. Valentine [162], in the end, urged less mere practitioner reporting and more collection of data that could address (and prove or disprove) theoretical questions. A step beyond Valentine’s call would be to urge work on new theories directly. However what might get researchers thinking about theories more sharply and immediately could be to propose experiments that test which of several contradictory predictions is true: an example of this was described in §3.2. Another way of stimulating attention to theory might be to ask specific theoretical questions about how a widely used L-design really works. Peer Instruction (PI) in CER has always combined it with a “flipped classroom” method, more properly called “Just In Time Teaching” (JITT) [104], where learners are required to read the relevant textbook content before the class. But surely we should look at the relative contributions to learning of each method. Crouch and Mazur [25] explicitly acknowledge and cite JITT, and furthermore say that the biggest additional increase in learning in PI came after they adopted a different technique for testing student preparation reading from JITT. A second question about how PI works in CER is about the design of the questions: in Mazur’s PI in physics, the questions were based on a large prior research literature on misconceptions in physics, but that is not the case in CER. Does this matter? Is CER missing out on an important element of PI, or is it in fact not important? A third question is whether the peer discussion in PI is the only way to get this aspect of the design to work. Hunt’s work [61] showed that considerable learning gains (reduction in learning time by up to 25%) could be created simply by having learners answer questions with not only their answer but additionally with an estimate of their certainty in its correctness. This might be a different method for creating that uncertainty about an idea which in PI is done by contrary opinions from peers.

5.2 Should we see categories as grouped in any way?

There is no single way to order the set of 12 categories. However there are several ways of grouping subsets. Some of these are each a kind of ‘axis’ e.g.

- Research-Practice
- Theory-Observation
- Theory-Product

However these sound like oppositions whereas both in reality and in this paper, the collaboration and combination of categories stand out as more important.

Other kinds are clusters of categories by affinity:

- Theory and reasoning: ACE (§3.3), Theory (§3.1), Predictions (§3.2), Reviews (§3.11)
- Observations and data: Planned observations (§3.7), Unplanned observations (§3.8)
- Construction and design work: CEPS (§3.6), Design work (§3.5), Requirements capture (§3.4)
- Practitioners and practice i.e. user experience based reports: Tools (§3.12), Practice papers (§3.9)

The fact that these are all different ways of looking at the categories, which are all a bit interesting yet all different is perhaps an indication that our set does support breadth, does indicate the multi-factored nature of the set as a whole,
and so indicates something of the breadth and variety of the terrain it attempts to represent. However thinking of these clusters may be echoes of old ways of thinking rather than the new ways we hope will emerge.

5.3 Contributing named concepts

This paper was not the first, and neither will it be the last, in trying to understand the different types of contributions to knowledge in CER.

Kinnunen et al. [75] mentions a number of early CER categorisation systems but they seem to be looking backwards at what is, or are formed from categories of pre-existing types and not even from actual work in CER.

One of these was Valentine who invented a taxonomy of six types of paper [162]. His contribution has proved seminal in that several of the names he chose for the six categories, and their associated connotations, have been taken up and can be seen or heard today in referee reports and editorial meetings: “Marco Polo papers”, “John Henry” and “Philosophy”. This shows that discussing and recognising different types of contributions was already part of CER culture, and that it was augmented by adding three new terms.

So what is the value of our contribution in this paper? Has it moved on or is it yet another taxonomy paper, a "philosophy" paper, fueled by desk research and cemented in arguments from common experience? If even one of the proposed categories survives the test of time then that would at least be a contribution like Valentine’s to the CER community’s language, which is one of our aims.

However our set is not a taxonomy of types of paper observed but of contributions to knowledge. We would most like to shift discussion from types of paper, as if a paper could only make one contribution when several of our example papers fit in more than one category because they contain more than one contribution, and towards a focus on adding to knowledge, and discussing this explicitly.

5.4 Mapping the terrain of categories

The proposed set of categories is not a review of CER, neither is it a report on the recent direction of CER as a field, nor is it trying to steer what ought to be valued as a contribution in CER. The main aim is to map out a terrain of contributions with different landmarks, and prompt consideration of that terrain as a whole rather than narrowing down to preferred parts of it. There will, and perhaps should, be more such attempts at categorisation of contribution.

What is different in intention about the present paper is the attempt to create a space for people to decide for themselves what categories to choose to use, rather than try to fit in with categories for which there are existing precedents. We hope it is a virtue that many of the CER papers we mention in fact belong to more than one of our categories because it means our categories are closer to research functions performed than to actual fixed prescriptions for individual pieces of work (e.g. do an experiment and write it up), and this may turn out to be more useful. Essentially it is looking forward to what can exist rather than trying to fit only with what has gone before.

A published paper typically refers to multiple types of research contribution (e.g. past papers, experimental method, a new theoretical hypothesis) and often to multiple instances of one type. Many of our categories are instances of "research functions": each doing a job in the advancement of knowledge, and equally doing a job within a research project or a published paper. Our categories are a set of contrasting types of contribution to knowledge (the set being chosen to illustrate diversity, not to embody completeness).
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6 CONCLUSION

This paper has focussed on proposing 12 categories of contributions to knowledge with the aim of stimulating thinking about this. If readers put down the paper and argue about the merits, defects, and utility of each one, then this aim will have been achieved. The hope is that this in turn will broaden ideas on how to contribute to CER, and will help the field by introducing ideas and terminology that might in turn help authors to be more explicit in their papers about how their work does (and does not) contribute.

If furthermore it emerges that people have tried the activities in the previous section and have found them productive, then that would be evidence of success for this paper’s stated aims.
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